Things to learn from IKONIH’s Moku-iku or

"wood education"
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Develop rich sensitivity through handling and care of natural wood.

Foster a heart that values taking care of the things we have.
Learn how to care for trees.
Be inspired to think about forests and environmental issues.
Furniture and toys for children made from genuine Japanese cypress wood (hinoki)
-by IKONIH-

-IKONIH- Furniture and toys for children, each handcrafted by skilled craftsmen in Japan from
unvarnished, unpainted hinoki wood.

Note: For parts that require strength, we use *
FSC certified American walnut wood. This simple
two-tone color scheme is designed to fit any interior design layout.
* FSC certification = Certification given to timber produced in an economically sustainable manner that is in the interest of the local community as
well as local forest environments.

The concept of moku-iku was born in Hokkaido in 2004. IKONIH defines “moku-iku” as “an activity that seeks to understand
trees, their life cycle, and contributes to the creation of sustainable living”. With IKONIH’s concept of moku-iku, you can nurture
a heart that values things through taking care of your precious possessions. In addition, by knowing the circumstances of forests,
you come to understand that our lives are deeply connected to the natural world. When children grow up, this experience and
learning from moku-iku will be passed on to the next generation. IKONIH believes that children touching trees now helps create
the lives of children in the future.

Hinoki’s unexpected and unknown charms

Hinoki is a tree that grows natively in Japan and
has long supported the lives of the Japanese

Uses only

natural Japanese cypress (hinoki) wood

“Natural wood” is wood that has been cut from logs. Unlike “glued wood” that has been
made into blocks with adhesives, natural wood has a texture and warmth not found in
processed wood. Natural wood is unique in that you can feel the grain, and, as it ages
over time, you will notice that it acquires a deep amber color with a pronounced and
beautiful wood grain, not found in laminated or processed timber products.

Unpainted and unvarnished to cultivate rich sensitivity
IKONIH products are made without chemical paints, so parents can rest assured
that even small children can play safely.
Each piece of wood, like humans, is unique. Each has a rich personality, with
traits such as color, knots, grain, and fragrance. Because of the unpainted finish,
you can notice the individuality of the wood, feel the texture, and smell the
natural fragrance. Wood can even be tasted. Wood nurtures a sensitive heart.
Another feature of unpainted wood products is that their original appearance
can be restored by sanding scratches and dirt. By sanding, the fragrance of
All products come with sandpaper for
cleaning. By all means, clean IKONIH
products together with your children.

hinoki will be restored. IKONIH believes that moku-iku or ‘wood education’
teaches that restoration and care of wood products should be done by adults
and children together.

people. Hinoki is not only rich in fragrance but also
has a wide variety of excellent properties, such as
antibacterial, antifungal and insect repellent effects,
and many research results have been published to
support its positive benefits on health. In the brain
science community, research results show that the

Antibacterial and
sterilization effect

Deodorizing and
fragrance effect

Insect control effect

Relaxation effect

suppresses the occurrence of mold.

suppresses the movement of ticks and termites.

masking of unpleasant smells.

the same refreshing effect as a walk in the woods.

component α-pinene contained in hinoki even
supports neurogenesis (a phenomenon in which
new neurons are born in the brain).

The forests of the future grow by cutting and using trees.
Japan's forests are affected by the lack of proper maintenance. Improper
maintenance means that timber that cannot be used for construction is
often left in the mountains to cause damage to cities and villages when
landslides occur due to excessive rainfall.

Cutting trees for human use is in itself not a bad thing. What is important is to follow a well-planned
planting and logging cycle to enable sustainable forests long into the future.
IKONIH is concerned with helping children learn the true role of forests and
wood as well as encouraging the idea that we need to protect our precious
environment. IKONIH hopes that by touching, smelling, and tasting our
products, this idea will become ingrained in children.

PROLOGUE

Become aware of Japanese culture by observing the aging process of wood.

PRICE = FOB Price / For Distributors
DDU・Not included TAX

TS0003

$95.00

MUSIC CAR

/ T0042

ST: ST Mark, established in 1971, is given
only to those products that have passed
three strict inspections.

A set of 3 rattles that are
safe to use even by newborn
babies.

T0010

T0037

BUILDING BLOCKS

IKONIH House

$75.00

$150.00

Learn to put trash in the
waste bin and how to put
letters the post box.

Look at the illustrations.
Develop your imagination
and balance.

Play with animals in a big

T0020

T0035

T0031

26SIDED STRAGE GAME

OCTA LINES

DOWNHILL RUNNER

T0015

house! It’s fun to stack animals.

NUMBER TOWER

$90.00

$85.00

$150.00

Stack and arrange. Can you
put them in the box with the
correct orientation?

Othello, Capture, Gomoku,
Hajiki... many games are
possible.

Smooth movements and cool
sounds turn everyone into an
addict!

You can learn four types
of numbers in blocks that
cannot be stacked without
matching shapes.

T0012

T0025

MECHANIC SET

TS0002

TS0001

ALPHABET

TRANSPORTATION SERIES

$88.00

VEHICLE SERIES

$85.00

$70.00

Let's assemble the parts
and make various cars! Your
imagination is the limit.

A set of ships, helicopters
and airplanes. Slightly larger
than the working car series.

A set of taxis, trucks and
ambulances. The truck has a
removable loading platform.

T0038

T0013

ROCKING HORSE

FOOD SET

T0014

T0021

$85.00

$180.00

This toy encourages familiarity
with various English words.

$420.00

$120.00

A wooden rocking horse that
allows you to fully enjoy the
natural hinoki texture.

/ T0041

♪ Always with me

$65.00

MUSIC TRAIN ♪ A Town With An Ocean View

$75.00

MUSIC TRUCK ♪ Country Roads

$75.00

MUSIC BUS

$85.00

♪ My Neighbor Totoro

By moving the toy back and forth, you can hear famous songs from
different anime movies. Recommended for babies just learning to
crawl.

MINI KITCHEN

REFRIGERATOR

$200.00

$120.00

Cutting veggies is fun! Cut,
cook, stick them together,
and do it again.

Authentic kitchen play set.
The seasoning shaker and the
stove make sounds!

Cute and useful for small
item storage. And secretly
popular with adults!

T0017

T0036

T0022

$200.00

/ T0019

KC: The KC certification is a Korean safety
certification by confirming safety from
product design drawings.

PARKING TOWER

FISHING SET

$120.00

$120.00

Hand movements such
as tapping, inserting, and
twisting are practised.

Let’s race! When you pull the
string, the race begins!

Since there are two fishing
rods, the whole family can
enjoy fishing!

T0023

T0047

SWING BUBBLES

JUMBO SWING BUBBLES

$90.00
Can you stack two types of
trees with different weights in
a balanced manner ?

$160.00
Super difficult! Watching
everything crash to the floor
is so much fun!

All products come with
sandpaper for cleaning. By
all means, clean IKONIH
products together with
your children.

T O Y

DROP BOX
$85.00

WORKING SET

T0018

CE: The CE certification is give only to
products that comply with the law for
products sold in EU member states.
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T0026

RATTLE SERIES

IKONIH products have obtained various certifications:

F1005

STACKING CHAIR

$180.00

Custom-made furniture and natural wood environments
for kindergartens and nurseries.
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A chair that can be stored
i n sta c ks. L i g ht we i g ht

FURNITURE

design so even children can
carry them.

By making effective use of natural materials and arranging them in convivial settings, a child’s rich sensitivity is nurtured.Touching the
real thing is knowing the real thing ... IKONIH believes that experiencing moku-iku or "wood education" in kindergarten or nursery

T0048

school leads to a greater sense of creativity and curiosity in the children who will create the future world.Furniture can be made

BUILDING BLOCKS DELUXE
$400.00

to order according to layout. Please contact us for further information.Please contact your local governmental agency for further
information about subsidies.

More building blocks! Now
everyone can play.
Recommended for use in the
garden.
F1004

SWIRL

$220.00

A chair that changes its height when turned over, and if
turned sideways, it can be use as a seat for adults. Another

The photo is an actual construction example. Natural wood floors, walls and ceilings are possible. Changing the classroom and the

attraction is that you can carry two with one hand, and it can

furniture in it to unpainted natural hinoki will not only bring a sense of unity, but also add texture and fragrance to the room.

be stacked in layers.

COLUMUN

Creating a friendly environment for all children

Studies have shown that children who learn in environments with wooden

F1006

structures with stable humidity due to the humidity control function of wood

F1002 / F1001

KIDS DESK

are less susceptible to colds and influenza than children who learn in reinforced

KIDS CHAIR

concrete (RC) school structures. According to actual survey results, wooden school
buildings have low class closure rates due to influenza, and it is thought that the

$330.00
$200.00

Children's desk and chair made of hinoki. The height of the desk

effects of a humidity controlled environment are being demonstrated. In addition,

is adjustable in 5 levels and the chair in 4 levels, so even growing

we believe that the humidity control function of wood also can help to suppress

children can use it for a long time.

asthma (bronchial asthma) caused by bacterial and viral infections.

BOOK SHELF

$400.00

A bookshelf where you can
see the cover of a picture
book.

How about creating natural environments for your school that are healthful to all
kindergarteners?

* Reference: “Q & A of Timber Wooden Houses Based on the Latest Data”
(ISBN978-4-9906025-0-5) published by Kikai Kogyo Co., Ltd.

Custom order work example

Limited to those who have purchased wood reform services or furniture.

We offer ‘wood education”
classes on request.

For customers who have purchased IKONIH PRE-SCHOOL products or wood
reform services, we offer moku-iku lessons at the customer's facility.
Because moku-iku lessons are taught by tree professionals, not only children
3-stage locker

Big kitchen

2-stage locker (with color)

but also teachers can learn new things about trees and forests.
Picture book shelf

Since our company has its own production factory, we can respond flexibly to detailed requests.
The above photo shows furniture and toys that were actually designed and manufactured for a made to order client.

Moku-iku lessons include instruction in product maintenance for hinoki
products, knowledge about forest issues, and how taking care of trees and
forests helps protect the environment.

* The moku-iku education class will be conducted within the product warranty period.

NOVELTY & OEM

Novelty product and OEM service using Japan-grown hinoki wood

IKONIH pool is filled with fragrant hinoki wooden balls. The fence (frame), is also made of hinoki, is prefabricated and

By cutting and using trees, then planting new ones, we can preserve the rich greenery of nature as a sustainable

easy to transport and set up! It can be assembled in many shapes and sizes.

resource for the future.
We believe that novelty OEM hinoki products give added value to the many attractions of hinoki wood, and that by
making full use of cut trees we can not only help solve the many problems surrounding Japanese forests, but also

Wooden ball
All IKONIH pool wooden balls are inspected for safety, and
items that might cause injury to children are excluded.
Some balls will exude wood resin. There is no harm from
ingesting small amounts of wood resin. The shipping unit
is as shown on the right.
Just mix different shapes of wooden balls, and enjoy a wide
variety of ways to play!

provide support that will further boost corporate value and profits.

Round type

Egg type

Gourd type

@1.00×700pieces

@1.50×500pieces

@1.50×450pieces

40mm×40mm

58mm×40mm

58mm×40mm

$700.00 / box

$750.00 / box

$750.00 / box

Product examples using hinoki wood

Pool fence
Original laser engraving is possible on fences without the IKONIH logo.

FENCE with IKONIH logo

$600.00

Removable pool fence.The size of the pool can be assembled to fit
the installation location. Of course, if you desire a larger pool, you can
purchase additional fences later. Even during temporary installation,
installation and movement in a short time is possible. Easy to
assemble!

SLOPE

The wooden ball rolls left and right
along the slope and finally returns
to the pool. You can see the wooden
ball moving through the hole in the
back board, drawing the attention of
children standing outside the pool.

Estimated size and quantity of wooden balls

Hinoki card case

Hinoki letter of thanks

Hinoki doll

Hinoki shoe deodorant bag

Hinoki first spoon

Hinoki key ring holder

FENCE without IKONIH logo

PINBALL

If you put a wooden ball in the hole
in the top plate, it will hit a peg and
randomly change course and finally
come out at a the hole in the target
plate. Irregular movement and quick
changes are fun to watch and you can
watch and play many times.

DAM

No. of Balls
(Round type)

No. of
Children

Price

Approx2,800

2-3

$6,400.00

Approx1.5m

8

Approx5,400

4-5

$10,200.00

Approx2.2m

12

Approx10,500

7-8

$17,700.00

Approx2.9m

16

Approx18,900

9-10

$28,560.00

Production flow until delivery
The hinoki wood used in IKONIH products is from the company's own mountain forest, and production and quality control are performed at the
company's own factory. We are proud to provide one-stop service from planning to production.

Look closely at the shape of the ball
slot, and insert a wooden ball that
matches it. If you raise the gate,
the balls inside will flood out like
releasing water in a dam.
Contact us

Example using 8 fences

Example using 10 fences

The table below shows combination examples. You can purchase as many fences as you like.
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Hinoki bath salts

OEM

Optional fence GAME BOARD

Approx1.2m

Hinoki aroma oil set

$300.00

All IKONIH pool wooden balls are inspected for safety, and items that
might cause injury to children are excluded. Some balls will exude
wood resin. There is no harm from ingesting small amounts of wood
resin. The shipping unit is as shown on the right.
Just mix different shapes of wooden balls, and enjoy a wide variety of
ways to play!

No. of FENCE
Pool Diameter w/,w/o
logo Pieces

&

FENCE with IKONIH logo
FENCE without logo

4
POOL,NOVELTY

Hinoki pool where children can play with peace of mind

The egg type and gourd type balls are larger than the round type, so calculate at 70% of the above quantity. Mixing is also possible.
The recommended wooden ball quantity is 15cm deep. Balls are sold in box units. Please contact us when purchasing.

Planning proposal

Sample production

Adoption

Manufacturing

Delivery

SDG initiatives
This OEM project is in agreement with Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) initiatives. We believe we
can help achieve SDG targets by recycling domestic wood and by giving exposure to the quality and
efficacy of Japan-grown hinoki wood. It is also possible to put SDG logos on various novelty packages.
We support your efforts on SDGs.

※ All photos are for illustration purpose only. Actual products may differ.

ESSENTIAL HINOKI MI ST

p o i n t

The scent of being in a luxury home with just a single spray

Essential Hinoki Mist is made from oils extracted from wood that cannot be used in furniture or toys, making it friendly to
both people and the environment, as well as having outstanding deodorizing and sanitizing effects.

For Cleaning
For Deodorant
For Refresh
A0012

ESSENTIAL HINOKI MIST

High deodorant effect

5
IKONIH ESSENTIAL HINOKI MIST

Used as a high quality building material since ancient times, Japanese Cypress (Hinoki) has long been part of Japanese life.

01

In addition to reducing odors from
acetic acid (such as tobacco odor and
body odor), odors from isovaleric acid
(such as foot odor), and odors from
indole (such as toilet odor), Hinoki
Mist breaks down unpleasant scents,
leaving the air calm and refreshed.

※ Tested by BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute and Japan Food Research Laboratories (JFRL)
※The above test results are from data submitted by our company and do not represent any specific lot of product.

Various usage examples of Essential Hinoki Mist

$20.00

Ingredients :
cypress extract, plant extract,
purified water

Essential
Hinoki Mist

In the children's room

For door knob

For clothing and cloth products

In a shoe box

トイレの消臭に

After smoking

For raw garbage

For adding scent to a hand towel

With IKONIH TOY
The use of essential hinoki mist is recommended for maintenance of IKONIH toys, furniture, and pools.
A simple spray of Hinoki Mist on a Hinoki product adds to the natural fragrance and deodorizing effect.
※Image for illustration purposes only.

How to care for unpainted Hinoki
● For scratches
If scratches or dirt are found, you can repair them by applying the
sandpaper that comes with the product.
● When a toy gets wet or has been in a child’s mouth
Please dry the toy in the shade as cracks may occur due to drying
in direct sunlight. After the toy has been in a child’s mouth, it is
recommended to wipe that part with a damp cloth.

● When sap comes out
Because it is unpainted, sap or resin may ooze out of the wood during
warm weather. Lightly apply the sandpaper that comes with the
product, and then wipe off dust and sap with commercially available
ethanol

＜ Notice ＞

IKONIH toys are sold worldwide through authorized dealers. Only homepages
with the QR code (displayed below) are authorized for sale of IKONIH
products. Please cooperate with our efforts to eliminate fraudulent sellers by
checking the QR code before purchasing IKONIH products.

"Current as of October 1, 2019. Please be aware that product and price changes may be made without notice.
Copyright©MARUBENI LUMBER.All Rights Reserved.

